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ABSTRACT
Image attributes, such as shape, orientation, size, texture, gradient, luminance, brightness, and
contrast can be easily recognized by human visual system. All these attributes contribute to the
characteristics of an image or image features, which reveal uniqueness of the image. Once the
images get corrupted due to compression or transmission, the unexpected artificial features, which
are not existing in the origi"al images are introduced. The characteristics of these unexpected
features known as artifact characteristics vary from one artifact to another By knowing the original
image features, un-expected features can be detected. There are a number of feature extraction
techniques that can be used to extract image features, in order to observe the presence of artifacts.
These techniques can be generally classified into two categories, as spatial domain based and
transform domain based. This paper presents a review of the existing spatial domain artifact
extraction techniques using no-reference (withoul comparison to original image) as they are
computationally inexpensive and suitable for in-service quality monitoring.
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INTRODUCTION
Human vision has the ability to recognize image
attributes, such as shape, orientation, size,
texture, gradient, luminance, brightness, and
contrast. All these attributes contribute to the
characteristics of an image or image features,
which reveal uniqueness of the image. An
undistorted image carries its natural features.
However, once these images get corrupted due
to compression or transmission, new artificial
features, which are not existing in the original
images are introduced. The characteristics of
these new artificial features known as artifact
characteristics vary from one artifact to another.
By knowing the original image features, artificial
features introduced by compression errors or
transmission errors can be detected. Moreover,
the level of severeness of these artifacts can
also be measured. The impact of the presence
of artifacts to the perceivability of an image is
based on the fact that the details decrease as
the viewing distance increases. As a result, the
HVS fails to capture the artifact when the
viewing distance is large. Conversely, once the
viewing distance is decreased to a certain
extent, the whole details of the image at the

pixel level can easily be perceived. The size of
the image also affects the perceivability of the
artifacts. Assuming the viewing distance is
constant, the larger the size of an image, the
easier the human vision detects the artifact. In a
small terminal such as a mobile phone with
small screen, artifacts are even more difficult to
perceive. There are a number of feature
extraction techniques that can be used to
extract image features, in order to observe the
presence of artifacts. These techniques can be
generally classified into two categories, as
spatial domain based and transform domain
based. In this paper, only spatial domain artifact
extraction techniques using no-reference
(without comparison to original image) will be
considered as they are computationally
inexpensive. Furthermore, these techniques are
suitable for low delay tolerance applications,
such as in-service quality monitoring and link
adaptation.

Common image artifacts that exist in the
image acquisition, processing, and transmission
are shown in Table 1. However in this paper,
only the artifacts, blocking, blur, ringing/false
edge, masking, and lost block (Winkler, 2000;
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